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Texas Children’s Hospital, located in 

Houston, TX, is a not-for-profit organization 

whose mission is to create a healthier 

future for children and women throughout 

the global community by leading in patient 

care, education and research. They are 

consistently ranked among the top 

children’s hospitals in the nation.

FAST FACTS

2 hour minimum
for onsite Spanish interpretation pre Stratus InPerson
Prior to the implementation of Stratus InPerson, Texas Children’s 

hospital paid premium agency prices for onsite Spanish interpretation. 

The agency required 2 hour minimums, even for quick provider/patient 

interactions.

1 hour minimum
for onsite Spanish interpretation with Stratus InPerson
Stratus InPerson only requires 1 hour minimums for onsite Spanish 

interpretation. This allows Texas Children’s more freedom in their 

scheduling and budget. At a lower rate per hour, their new minimum 

engagement price is significantly less than the agency counterpart, 

making Stratus InPerson a great value for short and long engagements 

alike.

55% potential savings per minimum engagement
The ease-of-use and scheduling benefits that Stratus InPerson provides 

has lead to a greater engagement rate of interpreters at Texas 

Children’s. In 2016 they saw 28,900 hours of onsite Spanish interpreting. 

For 2017 we are projecting more than 30,000 hours. By implementing 

Stratus InPerson for onsite interpretation, Texas Children’s improved 

patient care by making Spanish interpreters more readily available, while 

simultaneously decreasing spend per hour on interpretive services. 
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What is Stratus InPerson?

With Stratus InPerson, you can request an in-person interpreter 

in the same way you request a car via Uber. The Stratus InPerson

app uses intelligent routing to send interpretation requests 

directly to local interpreters who are pre-qualified by Stratus 

Video. The software schedules and manages both contractors and 

staff, and allows you to see interpreter availability, credentials, 

job history, session length, ratings, cost, and location all in one 

place. With Stratus InPerson, you can streamline the process by 

which a healthcare facility can secure an interpreter and also 

lower interpreting costs by elimination of agencies.

“The Stratus InPerson system has proven to be invaluable for 

Texas Children’s. The improved visibility into scheduling and 

engagement rates has made the language services department 

much more efficient. Our Spanish-speaking patients are receiving 

better care than they ever have before.”

- Paige Schulz, Director of Patient Support Services, Texas 

Children’s Hospital

Contact Stratus Video

727.451.9766

ContactUs@stratusvideo.com

33 N. Garden Ave Suite 1000

Clearwater, FL 33755
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